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JIM MCLEAN GOLF SCHOOL, FORT WORTH, TX
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR

Study Joey Wuertemberger’s lengthy and
impressive resume then take note of his relative
youth, and you may feel a bit confused —he’s pretty
young to have piled up such accomplishments.
Originally from central Indiana, Wuertemberger
showed an early talent for golf and went on to play
at Methodist University, where he majored in
business with a concentration in the school’s
much-admired PGM program. While at Methodist,
Joey was a key part of two national championship
teams. After college, he hit the road as an aspiring
PGA Tour player, competing on the Golden Bear
Tour, Grey Goose Gateway Tour, Tar Heel Tour,
Hooters Tour, Canadian Tour and, many a year,
teeing it up in PGA Tour Qualifying.
Since joining Jim McLean Golf Schools in
2006, Joey has move quickly up the ranks. Even
before his McLean career began, he learned
plenty under Eric Alpenfels at Pinehurst Resort
and next under Hank Haney. Additionally he was
mentored by Bill Davis, at Jupiter Hills Club in
Tequesta, Florida. He has held PGA Tour teaching
Wuertemberger
caddies at the U.S
Women’s Amateur
Championship for
student Cheyenne
Knight, who stars at
the University of
Alabama where she
has won three
collegiate
tournaments and is
in her junior year.

credentials for the past
decade, during which
time Wuertemberger has
been a perennial Golf
Digest Top Young
Teacher and a US Kids
Top 50 Teacher in the
Honorable Mention
category.
A cluster of Titleist
Performance Institute
certifications top his
specialty credentials,
which include a Dr. Rick Jensen Performance
Coach rating. Among the pros he’s worked with are
PGA Tour and Web.com players, meanwhile he has
led one player to a US Kids World Championship
and another to the runner-up spot. He currently
teaches Brad Dalke, 2016 USGA Amateur RunnerUp and Cheyenne Knight, 2016-2017 SEC Player of
the Year. His fellow Proponent Group member Paul
Ramee asked Joey to explain how all these
feathers made it into his cap.
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Brad Dalke has been
coached by
Wuertemberger for
the past 11 years
and is now one of
the premier
amateurs in the
world. He led
Oklahoma to the
NCAA
Championships in
2017 and was
runner-up in the
2016 U.S. Amateur.

What attracted you to the golf business, and
what led you to Texas?
I grew up in Indiana across the street from a golf
course and got to play there a lot. I also played
other sports. My parents would go off to work and I
would walk across the street and shag balls. I was
fortunate to play with a lot of good players. We were
a bunch of kids who all ended up playing college
golf. Bo Van Pelt was a childhood friend of mine.
So, in Indiana at that time, the golf competition, like
the basketball, was of a high caliber.
Talk about college golf and where it led you.
I played at Methodist and had a good run in college
golf—our team won two NCAA titles. After
graduation I went to work at Pinehurst for Eric
Alpenfels, trying to get my game ready to see if I
could play professionally. I did end up turning pro
and competing. After five years of that I moved over
to Jupiter Hills in south Florida to work for Bill Davis.
My position at Jupiter Hills was great, I was the starter,
got to play with the members, which in turn helped me
raise some money via sponsors to go out again and
try and play. Didn’t quite make it to the PGA Tour, so I
decided to go the teaching route. As a player, I had
certainly taken a lot of lessons.
What was your next career step?
I became part of Jim McLean’s organization in
2006, starting out as Jim’s personal assistant. In
2007 I made my way out to Fort Worth to the Jim
McLean facility there.

Having hung out with some great teachers, what
along the way did you pick up that would have
helped you or another aspiring tour pro?
What I would say on that is simply that I liked to play
a lot. I never worked intensely on swing technique
because I was always out playing. At this point, my
most sincere advice to guys coming out of college
would be to somehow learn how to shoot low
numbers. If you look at the tours now, guys are
shooting amazingly low numbers. Secondly,
distance is huge now. The top 20 guys all have a
ton of speed and that translates to distance.
OK, go low and hit it very long—it’s just a matter
of how, right?
There are a few ways you can try and go about it. I
know Mike Small, the coach at Illinois, has his guys
play from the ladies’ tees and they have to shoot 67
maybe three or four times before they’re allowed to
move back a tee. There’s good logic to that. You
meet kids now who want to live on the back tees
and when they go to tournaments they can’t shoot
low scores—they should consider moving up and
trying it that way.
My guess is that running one of the marquee
golf academies in the country is a challenge but
also highly enjoyable. What’s it like?
In Texas, Jim owns the facility, which is a standalone driving range with a 9-hole par-3 golf course.
We have nine teachers and we’ve developed a
nine-month junior academy. Kids come from all over
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Teaching has given
Wuertemberger the
opportunity to
accompany players
at the game’s
ultimate events,
including The
Masters.

the world to train. Probably 40 percent of my time is spent
with these elite junior players. We have customized
programs for these kids covering all the important facets,
be it fitness, practice or on-course instruction. The rest of
my time is with my competitive players who live in the
area. I will also spend periods of time on the PGA Tour.
Are you working with big groups of top juniors?
Our academy is a little smaller than most. We can
host 20 at a time. Working with a smaller group we
can really customize the instruction.
What kind of evaluation do you go though when
the juniors first arrive?
We sit down with them and ask about their goals. Is
it high school golf? College golf? Division 1? Then
we lay out a road map for them which includes how
often we’ll work, what tournaments they need to
play in, and so forth. The way the evaluation gets
used in part depends on the kid. I like to get some
speed numbers from TrackMan, maybe a driver and
a 6-iron, then run them through a combine, some
skills assessments on the course. We may play
some holes, just to get an idea of what is going on
for them, on the golf course. This will give me a
good basis as to where I start.
How involved are the parents?
A lot of the parents are not too overbearing. I use
Edufii, so everyone, including the parents, are in the

loop. I do annual and quarterly meetings with the
families. I talk to the parents, at times when the kids
are playing good and also when they aren’t. I invite
them to lessons to see what we’re working on. A lot
of the kids are in high school and college and the
parents don’t need to drive them, so in those cases
the parents aren’t around much.
If I were to take a one-hour lesson from you,
what would be the sequence of that hour?
One-hour first lessons are a somewhat a different
beast, in my view. The student has put you on the
ropes, so to speak. And Jim is of the belief that in
that first hour this student who is coming to us
needs to get better. I would obviously use video,
show them the video, use TrackMan, do some
swings inside, go to the range hit some balls, give
them some drills. But I am ultimately trying to get
them on a game plan.
How do you move someone from a one-hour
lesson to a longer-term commitment?
That is the selling side. At the beginning of the
lesson, I try and find out what their goals are. Over
the years I have gotten better at selling, but when I
am wrapping up a lesson, I try and get them to
commit to another appointment. Or I follow up with
them by sending them a text or email. I give them
the best I've got in the lesson and then try and sell
them at the end.
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What would you say about the impact of your
mentors along the way?
Well, Jim McLean has been great. Over the years,
he has been good at getting me to not be overly
specific. If you’ve read his book, “The Eight-Step
Swing,” you’ll know that Jim is big on the “corridors
of success.” Rick Jensen, I spent a lot of time with
him, as well. When I was playing, Rick put me
through a full-day assessment. Since then I have
been certified in his coaching program. On the
university coaching side, I am a big fan of Mike
McGraw at the University of Baylor. I went down
and spent some time with him. Jerry Hogge at
Methodist was really a great mentor, and pushed
me into teaching.
Having played at a high level in college and
having missed out on playing the Tour, what
do you convey to your kids who are looking to
play the Tour?
You always want to keep it super positive and the
student has to like having a long-term goal like that.
But, I make sure and tell them, and tell the parents,
let’s accomplish some goals along the way. Like,
let’s get in shape, let’s try and manage ourselves on
a daily basis. Are we making good decisions on and
off the golf course? Are we doing all the little things
correctly? Are we eating well? All those things.

keep him away from technology, keep him raw,
maybe a little video here and there.
Is that true. Very little technology with him?
We use TrackMan with his driver, but since he is
away, he sends me a lot of video and I send him
drills. Recently, I asked him to start to journal how
he was feeling. I find it tough to review the video
and not know what the player is feeling, so the
ability to get that insight is helpful for me as I'm
responding to what I see in the video. We have a
lot of open discussions. We may also use
TrackMan with the wedges so he can chart his
distances. I make the call as to when we use it and
I decide what numbers I want to share with him.
We certainly don’t sit in front of the screen and
analyze each number.
Does that last point apply to all your students?
Yes. I mean, technology is great, but great for the
teachers. Unless the teacher doesn't know what
they are looking at, then it can be dangerous.
Social media?
I do it all the time. It’s great, I do a lot of Instagram,
I post one swing a day. It’s great to try and promote
your brand. I am not trying to get bigger, but it is
great for the kids to see their videos. It leads them
to ask me when they can get their swings posted.

A lot different from 30 years ago?
Oh yes. I mean you don’t have to be in great shape,
but you can’t be in bad shape. And mentally, you
have to be tough to shoot low numbers. Some of
my best kids are the kids that were really gritty over
the years. They just got the ball in the hole, didn’t
care how it looked. They’re looking to get it in the
hole with one less swing than everyone else.

Have your read any good books lately?
I’ll make a point of reading anything Nick Saban
has written. Also as I mentioned I’m impressed
with Baylor coach Mike McGraw, who wrote a very
good book called “Better Than I Found It.” I just
picked up a fine book called “Great Teams: 16
Things High Performing Organizations Do.”

Your work with Brad Dalke has drawn a lot of
attention. Here’s a case of taking a player all the
way to No. 1 in the junior rankings, and then to
college on scholarship.
Brad, among all my students, has been a special
one. We started in 2007. He was born with a gift.
He was bigger than most kids and could hit it a
long way. I knew he was going to be special when I
caddied for him at the US Kids Worlds. As a 12year-old he shot 68-68-68 at Pinehurst No. 4. Brad
was head and shoulders above everyone else. He
could hit his driver 250, hit high irons, could chip
and putt extremely well. He works really hard. We

Any fear of burnout or injury with your kids,
given that they're playing 12 months?
Absolutely, the speed these kids swing
concerns me. A 150-pound player with a 120mph swing speed. It makes conditioning so
important—helps them hold their positions
under stress over the long term. With respect to
burnout, we have them playing nine
tournaments in our academy and then they play
all the outside tournaments. So, on that score
we do get concerned, but the kids keep coming
and keep asking us to play, so they don’t seem
burned out. They seem pretty happy.

